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ABSTRACT
Context. Large-scale astronomical surveys from ground-based as well as space-borne facilities have always posed significant chal-
lenges concerning the problem of automatic extraction and flux estimate of sources. The recent explosion of surveys in the mid-and far
infrared, as well as in the sub-millimeter, brings an increase to the complexity of the source extraction and photometry task because
of the extraordinary level of foreground/background due to the thermal emission of cosmic cold dust. The maximum complexity is
likely reached in star forming regions and on the Galactic Plane, where the emission from cold dust is dominant.
Aims. We present a new method for detecting and measuring compact sources in conditions of intense, and highly variable,
fore/background.
Methods. While all most commonly used packages carry out the source detection over the signal image, our proposed method builds
from the measured image a ”curvature” image by double-differentiation in four different directions. In this way point-like as well as re-
solved, yet relatively compact, objects are easily revealed while the slower varying fore/background is greatly diminished. Candidate
sources are then identified by looking for pixels where the curvature exceeds, in absolute terms, a given threshold; the methodol-
ogy easily allows us to pinpoint breakpoints in the source brightness profile and then derive reliable guesses for the sources extent.
Identified peaks are fit with 2D elliptical Gaussians plus an underlying planar inclined plateau, with mild constraints on size and
orientation. Mutually contaminating sources are fit with multiple Gaussians simultaneously using flexible constraints.
Results. We ran our method on simulated large-scale fields with 1000 sources of different peak flux overlaid on a realistic realization
of diffuse background. We find detection rates in excess of 90% for sources with peak fluxes above the 3σ signal noise limit; for about
80% of the sources the recovered peak fluxes are within 30% of their input values.
Key words. Methods: data analysis - Techniques: photometric
1. Introduction
Automatic source detection and photometry is a long standing
problem in many areas of modern astrophysics. A need first
felt when trying to automatically extract information from large-
scale photographic plates, it is now an astronomer’s everyday ac-
tivity in the era of large-format detector arrays and fast-mapping
facilities virtually at all wavelengths. The very fact that new
packages and novel approaches keep being developed, however,
is an indication that the problem does not have a single so-
lution; this is mostly due to the very different working condi-
tions we have to face depending on the source properties to be
extracted and the characteristics of the background on top of
which sources are found. In other words, the extraction of very
crowded stellar point-like optical sources in relatively low back-
ground presents very different challenges from the extraction
of very faint objects in far-infrared deep cosmological surveys;
which is again different from detecting and measuring variable-
size compact sources in intense and complex backgrounds. It is
then not easy, and certainly beyond the scope of this paper, to
provide a comprehensive review and benchmarking of the ma-
jor approaches that have been proposed over time, or discuss
their advantages and shortcomings, since different approaches
are generally optimized to the different conditions found in an
astronomical image.
The first step in source finding always implies thresholding.
It can be done directly on the measured map as in DAOFIND
(Stetson 1987) or SExtractor (Bertin & Arnouts 1996). These
two methods have seen a wide application to the analysis of
fields where the background is relatively well behaved. Spitzer
imaging surveys, however, have shown that such conditions are
hardly found in the mid-infrared and far-infrared toward re-
gions like star forming clouds or the inner Galactic Plane, (e.g.
Carey et al. 2009, Rebull et al. 2007). Convolution is used in
DAOFIND or SExtractor to enhance desired features but that
requires that a typical source ”template” can be defined. Even
then, finding peaks requires that a fixed threshold is set, and
that is hardly possible when the background greatly varies.
SExtractor’s ability to estimate a variable background for thresh-
olding is put to a hard test in presence, like in Fig. 1 (a typi-
cal high-mass star formation region images at 24µm (Molinari
et al. 2008a) of compact sources of various sizes, from purely
point-like to slightly resolved, distributed with a certain degree
of crowding on top of a diffuse back/foreground which present
structures at all scales.
In other approaches, nonlinear matched filtering has been
used, as in MOPEX (Makovoz & Marleau 2005), to build a
point-source probability figure on which to perform the thresh-
olding. Similarly using a source template as a ”prior” knowl-
edge, Savage & Oliver (2007) used the Bayesian Information
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Criterion as a figure of merit. Also in these cases however, these
approaches may be underperforming.
It is true, however, that an experienced eye has little trouble
in recognizing where sources are, what is their size and where
they give way to the background irrespectively of the absolute
level of the source or background signal. This is because the eye
reacts to changes in signal rather than to absolute values. Can we
reproduce this behavior in a computer program without having
to resort to filtering the image with any sort of source template ?
The idea we want to propose here is to let the computer deal
with the curvature of the brightness distribution in the image,
rather than with the direct intensity image, not only to detect
sources but also to give a reliable estimate of their size. Recent
studies for the characterization of cosmological filaments (Bond
et al. 2010) pursue a similar line of thought.
Estimating the flux of an identified source is the subsequent
step. Again, in the particularly difficult conditions of crowding
and variable size sources embedded in variable background re-
gions, the relatively standard methods of aperture photometry
or ”fixed-template” source fitting (e.g. the PSF) may show their
limits. We attempt a more relaxed approach by fitting variable-
size Gaussians to identified peaks; we limit the impact of in-
creasing the fit free parameters by a careful estimate of reliable
initial guesses for the fit parameters and using flexible fitting
engines which allow us to better control the quality of the con-
vergence compared to a completely unconstrained fit.
In the following sections we will illustrate in detail the
proposed detection and photometry methods, which we called
CUTEX (CUrvature Thresholding EXtractor). We will also
present in a synthetic form the results of extensive testing that
was done on simulated images. We plan extensive applications
of this code to the source extraction from the large scale Galactic
photometric surveys that the Herschel satellite will carry out.
The code is written in IDL, and while we plan to make it freely
Fig. 1. Spitzer/MIPS 24µm image of IRAS23385+6053
(Mol160). Sources of all sizes are visible from pure point-like
to resolved blobs which however the eye immediately detect as
separated features from the more distributed background.
available in due time, it can be obtained for testing by contacting
directly the authors.
2. Curvature-based source detection
The method consists of a two-step process. We first build a set of
images containing the 2nd-order differentiation of the signal im-
age in four different directions; the ”curvature” images obtained
are then thresholded to mask pixels where the curvature suggests
the presence of a compact object. This pixel mask is then ana-
lyzed to group together adjacent pixels to positively identify a
candidate source. Once groups of masked pixels are identified,
the curvature in each group is analyzed to verify if statistically
significant local peaks are present which lead to a segmentation
of the group of pixel in individual candidate sources. We explain
all the steps in more detail in the subsequent paragraphs.
2.1. The Lagrangian differentiation
The input image is differentiated along 4 preferential directions:
X, Y and the two diagonals. Since the image is a set of discrete
pixels with a constant spacing the differentiation is performed
using the Lagrangian differentiation method. The Lagrangian
formulas (for numerical interpolation, integration and differenti-
ation) are expressed explicitly in terms of the dependent variable
involved, rather then in term of its finite differences.
Let’s assume we have a function whose values are known
over a set of discrete points, f (xk) for xk, k = 0, n. At any given
point the function is approximated as
f (x) =
n∑
k=0
lk(x) f (xk) + E(x) (1)
where E(x) is a correction term which is generally a 2nd-
order infinitesimal and will be neglected, and lk(x) are the
Lagrangian Coefficient functions. The derivative of f (x) for any
xi of the discrete set of points is then
f ′(xi) =
n∑
k=0
l′k(xi) f (xk) (2)
The l′k(x) can be computed (see Hildebrand 1956 for the full
derivation), but in the case of equally spaced xk, the Lagrangian
coefficient functions have been tabulated rather extensively for
various values of n. An important choice to be made is how
many points should be considered in the differentiation. The
Lagrangian formulas are often implemented in their 3-points
form, i.e. xk with k = 0, 2. In case of real astronomical images
where the noise is a non-negligible component, however, the 3-
points differentiation can be too sensitive to glitches and spikes
which could mimic a point source. Assuming that the pixel grid
in an image is such that a pixel is 1/3 of the beam FWHM, we
found after extensive testing that a 5-points derivative is more
adequate to describe the curvature of a compact source, being at
the same time more robust against noise spikes and glitches. The
formula for the value of the 5-point 1st-derivative at any pixel in
the map (e.g. pixel 0) is then expressed as a function of the val-
ues of the map itself in the pixels -2, -1, 1 and 2 along the chosen
direction as:
f ′0 =
1
12d
( f−2 − 8 f−1 + 8 f1 − f2) (3)
where d is the constant interval between the discrete points
(d = 1 as we use all pixels in rows, columns and diagonals).
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Running the differentiation twice will yield the image of the 2nd-
order derivatives; for brevity in the following we will use the
symbol ∂2 for the 2nd-order derivatives processing. Fig. 2 shows
the result of applying the above treatment on the image of Fig.
1.
Fig. 2. 2nd-order derivatives images of the same field of Fig. 1;
derivatives have been computed along columns (top-left), rows
(top-right) and the two diagonals (bottom panels). As a matter of
convention, we decided to invert sign on the derivatives (which
should be negative on the source peaks) for purely cosmetic pur-
poses.
As a matter of convention, we decided to invert sign on
the derivatives (which should be negative on the source peaks)
for purely cosmetic purposes. The images show that the diffuse
emission which is giving us so much troubles for the source de-
tection in the signal image has been removed. Sources are clearly
standing out so that the source detection can now be easily at-
tained with one single threshold. It can be noted that complex
filamentary structures are visible in the various panels of Fig. 2;
they survive the double differentiation since they are high spa-
tial frequency structures. However, it is important to point out
that the structure appearance changes depending on the differ-
entiation direction; by requiring that the curvature threshold is
exceeded for all four differentiation direction we basically re-
move the chance that such structures are extracted as compact
objects.
2.2. Extraction of sources
The ∂2 images are used to determine the location and properties
of the sources. A mask image is generated, containing the pixels
where a curvature threshold ζth is exceeded for all differentiation
directions. These curvature mask pixels (CMP) are then grouped
together if they are contiguous in space to produce what we will
call clusters which will contain a variable nCMP ≥ 1 number
of CMPs. The CMP clusters are the basis to establish the ex-
istence and location of sources in the original signal image. It
is clear that for any given source the lower the threshold used,
the higher number of CMPs will be found in the corresponding
CMP cluster. We express the curvature detection threshold in
units of σ∂2 , the r.m.s. of the ∂2 image (using, for the detection
in each ∂2 image, the σ∂2 determined on that ∂2 image). We ran
a series of simple tests to characterize the relationship between
ζth and nCMP (see §4.3.2), and determined that for thresholds
ζth ≥ 0.5σ∂2 (lower thresholds would lead to excessive false de-
tections) the minimum n˜CMP for a reliable source detection is
3.
The position of the tentative source or sources within a CMP
cluster is determined at the pixel(s) pi in the cluster which is/are
statistically significant local maxima in the average of the 4 ∂2
images. In particular we positively identify a candidate source
location if its curvature value is at least 1σ∂2 above the curva-
ture value of all the surrounding CMPs. Extensive simulations
in various source crowding configurations showed us that values
higher than 1σ∂2 tend to miss close companions. Lower values
ensure de-blending of objects as close as 1 PSF but increase the
number of false positives, so that the total ”error rate” of the
detection algorithm does not substantially depend on the exact
choice. If no statistically significant (in the above sense) local
maximum pi is found, then the position of the source is taken
as the average of the coordinates of all CMPs in the cluster. We
stress again that the detection threshold is not on the signal level
in the image (and indeed a 0.5σ detection threshold would be
unreasonably low), but on the level of curvature in the ∂2 image.
We will discuss in §3.1 how the ∂2 images can also be used to
obtain reliable first guesses of the source size.
3. Source Photometry with Gaussian fitting
This method is primarily being developed for image analysis
of far-infrared and sub-millimeter continuum images which will
be acquired with the PACS and SPIRE cameras on board the
Herschel satellite. At these wavelengths the emission comes
from cold dust mostly organized in diffuse ISM structures with
complex morphology at all scales and from clumps and cores
associated with star formation, sources which are dominated by
extended envelopes which may be resolved spatially. Even stel-
lar objects like Post-AGB are surrounded by extended envelopes
which may not be point-like to the beam. These conditions are
hardly optimal for aperture photometry because the background
varies to such an extent that the usual estimate in a surround-
ing annulus may not be at all an accurate estimate for the back-
ground on the source position. In addition, clumps and cores of
cold dust come in all sizes, and a single aperture to be applied
for source photometry over a large sky area (e.g. a star forming
region, or a patch of the Galactic Plane), which would be highly
desirable for homogeneity purposes, can hardly be found; last
but not least, the source crowding of variably extended sources
makes aperture photometry even more difficult. On the other
hand the classical alternative of PSF-fitting is also difficult to
use because sources are not uniformly point-like across an im-
age, like in a stellar field in the optical or near-infrared, and a fit
with a fixed shape would deliver highly inaccurate results.
To estimate source photometry we then make the assump-
tion that the source brightness distribution can be approximated
with a two-dimensional Gaussian profile with variable parame-
ters, including gaussian size and orientation. However, since the
sources we want to extract and measure may sit upon an intense
and complex background spatially varying on all scales, we will
model each source with an additional planar plateau at variable
inclination and inclination direction which we want to simulta-
neously fit to remove background emission.
The function we will fit is then of the form:
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F = F0 · exp
(
−1
2
{[ (x − x0) cos θ + (y − y0) sin θ
σx
]2
+[ (y − y0) cos θ − (x − x0) sin θ
σy
]2})
+[b0+(x−x0) b1+(y−y0) b2]
(4)
While the concept is certainly not new (e.g.
GAUSSCLUMPS, Stutzki & Gu¨sten (1990)), obtaining an
accurate and credible result from the fitting is critically de-
pendent on the source extent, the presence of other nearby
sources and the intensity and morphological complexity of the
background. In Molinari et al. (2008b) we used the Gaussian
fitting approach available in the AIPS package to derive
sub-millimeter and millimeter fluxes toward massive YSO
envelopes; in order to have credible results, however, we were
forced to examine the fields one by one and set constraints to
some of the fitting variables by estimating them independently.
Although very time-consuming, the procedure was necessary in
the cases where the analysis of the brightness profiles clearly
established the presence of a plateau underlying the core; in
these cases packages like CLUMPFIND (Williams et al. 1994)
will integrate the flux down to a saddle point or a given threshold
value, often overestimating the flux. For example the subsample
of YSO fields which we analyzed in (Molinari et al. 2008b)
was extracted from a larger sample that was also analyzed
using CLUMPFIND in Beltra´n et al. (2006). The gauss+plateau
approach, which was applied manually at the time, delivered
fluxes which were a fraction between 30% and 100% of the
CLUMPFIND ones.
Here we would like to ease the procedure of source fitting by
trying on one side to automate a reliable guess for the initial fit-
ting parameters, and on the other to set clever fitting constraints.
3.1. Initial guess for source sizes
Regarding the source size parameters (FWHM in two direction
plus position angle), the ∂2 images contain information that can
be used to extract an initial guess on the size of the candidate
sources. Before the source merges into the underlying plateau
the brightness profile will change from convex to concave cur-
vature; the second derivatives will change sign and reach a mini-
mum (remember our ”cosmetic” convention to invert the sign of
the second derivatives to make them positive peaks) before join-
ing the regime characteristic of the curvature fluctuations of the
extended emission. Assuming a Gaussian source profile, the po-
sition of this local minimum can be computed analytically and
it is easy to verify that its distance from the Gaussian peak is
always a factor of 1.47 larger than the point where the Gaussian
has its half-maximum value.
We then analyze the four ∂2 images by following the profile
from each curvature peak and determining the pixels (relative
to the source positions) on each side where the ∂2 image values
reach a local minimum (always keep in mind the inverted sign).
This is done on each side of the source along the four differentia-
tion directions, using each time the proper ∂2 image, and results
in a set of 8 points to which we will fit an ellipse with vari-
able semi-axis and position angle θ. Clearly in a non-ideal envi-
ronment with source confusion, variable extended emission and
noise it may happen that in a certain direction a minimum is not
reached reasonably close to the objects and is hence unreliable.
Along each direction then, the minimum ∂2 points are consid-
ered valid if their distances from the source peak are within 20%
of each other, otherwise only the nearest point is kept. The two
semi-axis of the fit ellipse are then divided by 1.47 (see above)
and multiplied by two to obtain the FWHM. If the latter is found
larger than three times the PSF we will flag the size initial guess
as unreliable and put it equal to the PSF. The FWHM guesses are
then divided by 2.354 and provided as initial values for σx, σy in
the 2D-Gaussian fit (see Eq. 4).
3.2. Identifying groups of potentially blended sources
A fit for a source involves 6 parameters for the Gaussian
(F0, x0, y0, σx, σy, and the position angle θ) and 3 parameters for
the plateau (b0, b1 and b2), and an entirely free least-squares fit
may easily converge to unsatisfactory solutions when compared
with what the eyes see. Setting constraints on certain fitting pa-
rameters is a viable solution for a limited number of sources, but
is clearly impractical in case of large-area surveys. The entire
problem is of course complicated in case of blended sources, as
it is often the case in star forming regions; a possibility is to fit
individual sources and make an estimate of their contamination
to nearby ones and iteratively do this for all sources which are
close enough to suffer from reciprocal contamination until the
estimated parameters do not appreciably change any more. We
instead chose the conceptually easier approach to fit simultane-
ously all sources which may be potentially mutually contaminat-
ing one another.
The detection file produced by CUTEX is parsed and each
source is searched for neighbors located within a given threshold
radius (set to twice the PSF as a default, but see §4.3.3). Ideally,
we should follow a ”friends-of-friends” approach to make sure
that each source gets a proper accounting of potential contamina-
tion from its closest neighbors; Fig. 3 shows how a typical group-
ing run would end up with quite a large group. The simultaneous
fit of such a group is impractical as all sources should be fit with
same background model and simulations carried out using spa-
tially complex backgrounds (see §4.1) show us that source fluxes
are not satisfactorily recovered. The fit to a source is then per-
formed simultaneously with its nearest neighbors only (within
the adopted distance threshold). For example, the fit to source
A requires that also B is simultaneously fit; while, however, the
so-estimated flux of source B will be sufficiently accurate to ac-
count for its contamination to source A, its best flux estimate will
require that B is fit simultaneously with A and C, too. In turn, the
accurate flux estimate of source C requires simultaneous fitting
with B, D and E. In other words, we will fit the ith source simul-
taneously with its subgroups of nearest neighbors and each time
recording the best fit parameters only for the ith source.
3.3. Constrained fitting
When multiple Gaussians have to fitted together, the number
of parameters which can vary at any given time becomes high
enough that extra measures have to be taken to hope for mean-
ingful convergence. The fitting engine provided by the MPFIT
package (Markwardt 2009) proved ideal for this task. MPFIT is
a general fitting package where any user-provided analytical for-
mulation can be defined and fit to a set of data. MPFIT’s real
value-added, however, is the way in which constraints to vari-
ables can be provided. Apart from the standard possibility to
keep any of the parameters fixed in the fit, MPFIT allows for
any parameter to be limited between a lower and/or an upper
limit; an even more interesting feature is the ability to constrain
any parameter to vary ”tied” to any other. In other words, we tie
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Fig. 3. Diagram showing a typical source grouping run. Sources
A and L will end up in the same group although their reciprocal
distance is larger than the 2×FWHM adopted threshold.
the Xi,Yi peak positions of n − 1 sources to the position X1,Y1
of the first source in the group. In this way we allow the source
positions to adjust not individually but as a group, and tests have
shown that this significantly improves convergence toward cred-
ible solutions.
Another handy feature provided by MPFIT is the ability to
have fitting parameters free to vary within boundaries. we used
this feature to have the source size values vary in the fit by 20% at
most from their initial guesses (§3.1) to allow finer adjustments
on the real signal image; in case the initial guesses were flagged
as unreliable, the size was left a completely free parameter. This
assumption will be further discussed in §4.3.4.
The Gaussian fitting for single source fitting is carried out
over a portion of the image whose size can be chosen by the
user, and that we set by default to 4 times the PSF. This choice
generally ensures a sufficiently large fitting area to allow the al-
gorithm to perform reliable estimate of the local background; a
smaller area would be almost entirely dominated by the source
emission and the background fit would be poorly constrained. In
case more sources are to be simultaneously fit, the image portion
over which the fitting is carried out will be the minimum box that
contains all sources positions, increased of the amount of a PSF
on each side. The initial guess of the background in the fitting
box is done by first masking all pixels where candidate sources
are located (the masked area is twice the source size estimated
as described in §3.1) and taking the median of what’s left in the
fitting window.
3.4. Fit results
Sources are fit with a 2D Gaussian function (or with n Gaussians
in case of source groups, see §3.2) plus a planar plateau. A noise
map can be provided for proper least-squares fitting to derive
meaningful χ2 fit results; if this is not available the fit can be
done with uniform weights, but in this case the uncertainties will
be upper limits.
The primary output product is a photometry file which in-
cludes essential information on the position of each fit source,
both in pixel and in equatorial coordinates, the source size in
X and Y and the position angle measured CCW in degrees, the
peak as well as the integrated flux, the uncertainties for all pa-
Fig. 4. Results of the detection and photometry procedure over
the same Spitzer/MIPS 24µm field of Fig. 1. Extracted sources
are reported as ellipses whose size represents the FWHM and
orientation of detected compact structures. Green ellipses repre-
sent sources fit individually, while blue ellipses are for sources
which were fit in multiple groups.
rameters and the estimate of the background at the position of
the source. The integrated flux is obtained as
S int = S 02pi σxσy/Ωb (5)
where the the beam solid angle is 20
Ωb =
2pi
8ln2
θ2b (6)
and θb is the beam FWHM.
The covariance matrix provided by the MPFIT fitting engine
provides the uncertainties on all fit parameters. Formal uncer-
tainties on derived quantities like the integrated flux are obtained
via standard error propagation. The output file is in ASCII tabu-
lar format and can be easily imported into most used applications
for image visualization (e.g. Aladin). The code also create files
in the format (region files) ready to be read in from application
like SAOImage to overlay the size and orientation of the fit 2D
gaussians on the displayed image. An example is presented in
Fig. 4 in which all compact sources visible by eye are recov-
ered with one run of the code. To obtain a similar result using,
e.g., DAOFIND, we should have carried out multiple runs with
different source FWHMs and detection thresholds.
Finally, it is easy from the photometry file to generate
source-subtracted images to verify the accuracy of the fit sources
allowing a statistical characterization of the residuals. In this
way we can determine a perhaps more realistic figure to char-
acterize the significance of the extracted sources, by dividing the
source peak flux by the r.m.s. of the local residuals after the fit
source+background has been subtracted. In Fig. 5 we summarize
the logical flow of operations in our extraction and photometry
approach.
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Fig. 5. Flow chart for the extraction and photometry method.
4. Code Testing
We tested the code performances doing runs at different detec-
tion thresholds on simulated fields containing four different pop-
ulations of synthetic sources at different peak flux and source
size levels. The test sources will therefore exhibit a range of in-
tegrated fluxes. The reliability of the method will be measured
comparing the recovered fluxes with respect to the ”true” fluxes
we used to generate the synthetic images. A diffuse emission
component which should be representative of the diffuse emis-
sion toward the Galactic Plane in the far-infrared is also added;
we also include a white noise component representing the ex-
pected detector noise for the Herschel imaging cameras. We de-
tail the process in the following paragraphs.
4.1. Construction of simulated images
A 1◦x1◦, field was populated with 1000 synthetic sources char-
acterized by a 2D Gaussian spatial brightness distribution with
the intent to mimic how compact dust condensations (enveloped
around YSOs or dense molecular cores or clumps) would ap-
pear in the far-infrared or sub-millimeter; the maps are indica-
tively produced for a wavelength of 250µm, that is one of the
photometric bands of the SPIRE camera (Griffin et al. 2009) on-
board the Herschel satellite. Sources positions were randomly
extracted using a uniform distribution probability. All sources
were assumed to have the same peak flux with source Full
Widths at Half-Maximum (FWHMs) randomly assigned using a
uniform probability distribution in an interval between 18′′ and
36′′, corresponding to one time and twice the size of the Point
Spread Function (PSF) of the Herschel Telescope at 250µm. In
addition, the sources were allowed an elliptical shape with vari-
able axis ratio up to a maximum of 2.
The simulated field were summed to an extended emission
component generated using a so-called ”fractional Brownian
motion” image (Stutzki et al. 1998). This class of images is char-
acterized by two properties of their Fourier transform: (i) the
power spectrum has a power-law behavior as |F(k)|2 ∝ k−β, and
(ii) the distribution of the phases is completely random. Images
are generated in Fourier space and transforming back to the di-
rect space. Given a phase distribution, the β exponent determines
the noise level of the image: β = 0 corresponds to the white noise
case, and an increase of β produce a smoother image. We used
a realization using β = 3.4 which is empirically found repre-
sentative of the fluffy and filamentary structure of the ISM in
the far infrared as appearing in the first images obtained with
Herschel (Molinari et al. 2010b). The flux density of the simu-
lated diffuse emission component varies between 100 and 1000
MJy/sr which is comparable to the range of fluxes reported in the
100µm IRAS maps of the Galactic Plane at longitudes between
l=30◦ and l=40◦.
White noise was injected doing a random realization using
a normal distribution with a standard deviation of 20 mJy/pxl,
well matched to the predicted noise levels in the Galactic Plane
maps from the Hi-GAL Key-Project (Molinari et al. 2010a). The
noise level on the simulated maps are, however, higher due to
the contribution of the fluctuations by the extended emission.
The r.m.s. measurement done on several places of the map of the
diffuse emission+noise yields values from 30 to 60 mJy/pxl.
Four simulated fields were generated where the peak flux of
the synthetic sources was 0.1, 0.2, 0,3 and 1 Jy/pxl; the pixels
size in the simulated fields is 6′′, or 1/3 of the Herschel PSF size
at 250µm. The properties of the diffuse emission and the injected
noise levels were the same in the four fields, as well as the lo-
cation of the 1000 sources. Fig. 6 shows the simulated field for
source peak fluxes of 1Jy/pxl and 0.1 Jy/pxl. Given the measured
r.m.s. levels on the map of the simulated diffuse emission+noise
(see above), the peak flux levels of the injected sources would
correspond to average signal standard detection thresholds be-
tween 2.5 and 25σ.
4.2. Test Results
Four CUTEX runs with four different detection thresholds were
carried out on each of the four simulated fields. The four de-
tection thresholds adopted are ζth=0.5, 0.75, 1.0 and 2.0σ∂2 . We
remind again the reader that the detection threshold is applied on
the curvature images; the value of σ∂2 is determined separately
for each ∂2 image (i.e., for each differentiation direction), and the
threshold check is applied on each ∂2 image independently using
the proper σ∂2 . The output source catalogues were then matched
to the input ”truth tables” adopting a matching radius of 2 pixels.
Fig. 7 reports the detection statistics as a function of the detec-
tion threshold for each assumed peak flux (different colors). The
figure shows the percentage of recovered sources (full line) and
the percentage for which the recovered peak fluxes (dashed line)
and integrated fluxes (dash-dotted lines) are within 30% of the
input value.
The results in terms of detection are quite encouraging and
show that we recover more than 90% of the input sources for
peak fluxes of 0.2 Jy/pxl (corresponding to about 5σ r.m.s.) with
the peak flux within 30% of its input value in more than 80% of
the input sources. The situation is a bit worse for the fainter ob-
jects (corresponding to 2.5σ sources), where this fraction drops
to 60%.
The recovered integrated fluxes show a larger scatter with
respect to the peak fluxes (compare for each color in Fig. 7 the
dot-dashed and the dashed lines), but the recovered and input
integrated fluxes are overall in good agreement. Fig. 8 shows
(for the cases of 0.3Jy/pxl and 0.1Jy/pxl peak flux sources) that
the flux distributions are essentially coincident. In the Fpeak=0.1
Jy/pxl simulation the situation is worse as the larger sources tend
to show less contrast with respect to the underlying diffuse emis-
sion and are therefore fit as larger objects than they intrinsically
are.
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Fig. 6. Simulated fields at 250µm. The angular size is 1◦ and the pixels size is 6′′. The case for source peak fluxes of 1 Jy/pxl and
0.1 Jy/pxl are reported in the left and right panels, respectively. The color stretch in the two figures is different to put emphasis on
the sources, but the level of the diffuse emission in the two fields is the same.
Fig. 7. Fraction of recovered sources as a function of the curva-
ture detected threshold. The various panels report the results for
the different sources peak flux used as displayed. The full line
is used for the total recovery fraction; the dashed and the dash-
dotted lines are the fraction of sources for which the recovered
peak flux and integrated flux, respectively, are within 30% of the
input value. The triple-dot-dashed line represents the fraction of
false positives over the number of input stars.
Lower curvature detection thresholds ensure higher source
detection rates as shown in Fig. 7. This, however, causes an in-
creasing fraction of spurious detections (false positives). This
may not be a big problem, in principle, as the peak fluxes esti-
mated for these false positives are lower compared to the fluxes
for the positively matched sources (see Fig. 9) and, as such, most
of them can be easily spotted and removed. Fig. 9 shows that
false positives are at the level of the noise of the simulated map
(50 MJy/sr roughly corresponds to 45mJy/pxl in the 6′′ pixel of
the simulations).
We caution, however, that this is the situation we find in these
simulations, with this assumed structure of underlying diffuse
background. Other choices of background spatial morphologi-
cal properties might in principle lead to different flux levels for
false positives; in other words we might start picking up sta-
tistical fluctuations of the ISM structure. This is more an astro-
nomical problem than a pure detection problem. The prospective
users of this algorithm who may wish to employ it in notably dif-
ferent background conditions with respect to the test conditions
adopted in the present article are advised to carry out their own
checks by cross-correlating detections at nearby wavelengths to
confirm the real nature of a structure as opposed to a statistical
background fluctuations, but especially performing custom arti-
ficial source experiments like the ones we have described.
In each of the four test cases above, the peak flux of all
sources was kept constant to get a reliable estimate of complete-
ness levels for the extracted source catalogues. An additional test
case was also generated to test the ability of the software to re-
trieve an astronomically significant result, like the mass function
of cold cores. A 1◦ x1◦field was generated with the same real-
ization of diffuse emission with the white noise component as
for the previous tests, but injecting this time 2000 sources whose
mass was extracted from a Salpeter (1955) IMF. The resulting
input mass spectrum is indicated in Fig. 10 by the full line his-
togram; the slope as measured from a fit to the distribution re-
sults is -2.42±0.02. Masses were converted into fluxes assum-
ing a dust temperature of 20K and dust opacity from Preibisch
et al. (1993) with beta = 1.5. These fluxes were assumed as in-
tegrated values for the sources. These were then distributed over
the simulated field with exactly he same procedure as for the
previous simulations, including the same random distribution of
source sizes and ellipticities. The resulting peak fluxes have a
lower boundary in the 200 mJy/beam regime, comparable to one
of the four test cases described before.
The source extraction was carried out with a curvature of
0.5σ∂2 , and retrieved 1690 out of the 2000 injected sources. The
integrated fluxes were converted back into mass using the same
assumptions used to generate the input sources. The distribution
of recovered masses is reported in Fig. 10 with the dash-dot his-
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Fig. 8. Histograms for the distributions of integrated fluxes for
the sources which were positively recovered in the simulations
for Fpeak=0.3 Jy/pxl sources (top panel) and for the Fpeak=0.1
Jy/pxl sources (bottom panel). In each figure the full line rep-
resent the distribution of input fluxes, while the dot-dashed line
is the distribution of recovered fluxes. The results reported are
those for a curvature threshold of 0.5σ∂2 .
togram; a fit to this distribution (red dash-dot line) yields a slope
of -2.2±0.1. The recovered slope can be reconciled with the in-
put one within a 2σ uncertainty.
4.3. Fine-tuning of parameters and their impact on algorithm
performance
We conclude by analyzing the dependence of the CUTEX per-
formances on a few parameters that were kept fixed in the above
simulations.
4.3.1. Image pixel scale
Code development and test was carried out using simulated im-
ages with pixel sizes equal to 1/3 of the beam FWHM at the
given simulation wavelength. This formally implies a higher fre-
quency as opposed to the commonly quoted Nyquist sampling
theorem that, on the other hand, was developed for 1D sine-wave
signals. In 2D, the image quality improves significantly with
Fig. 9. Histograms for the distributions of integrated fluxes for
the false positive sources which were recovered in the sim-
ulations for Fpeak=0.3 Jy/pxl sources (top panel) and for the
Fpeak=0.1 Jy/pxl sources (bottom panel). In each figure the full
line represent the distribution of input fluxes, while the dot-
dashed line is the distribution of recovered fluxes for the false
positives. The results reported are those for a curvature thresh-
old of 0.5σ∂2 .
smaller pixel sizes (in particular, the 1/3-sampling of the beam
FWHM would ensure that the Nyquist sampling is achieved also
on diagonal pixel directions), provided that one has enough sig-
nal redundancy to avoid losses of final S/N due to poor cover-
age. Additional tests were carried out on simulated images with
a coarser pixel size (half the beam FWHM) using lists of 1000
synthetic sources with peak fluxes of 100 and 300 mJy/beam,
which were the two lowest flux regimes explored in the simu-
lations. We find a significant decrease of the performances in
terms of correct flux retrieval only for the faintest objects (that
are at an equivalent 2.5σ flux levels), while the performances
with 300mJy/beam sources are unchanged. This coarser sam-
pling causes the fainter point-like objects to appear like low level
spikes, with one pixel only marginally emerging from the noise,
and the algorithm clearly fails in these conditions.
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Fig. 10. Mass functions for a simulation of 2000 sources with
mass extracted from a Salpeter IMF (full black line). The full
red line is a linear fit to the simulated mass function, where the
slope is -2.42±0.02. The dash-dotted line is the mass distribution
of the sources extracted form the simulated field. The red dash-
dotted line is the linear fit to the distribution; the recovered mass
function slope is 2.2±0.1, and it agrees with the input one within
a 2σ uncertainty.
4.3.2. Relationship between curvature detection threshold
and n˜CMP
To characterize the relationship between the curvature detection
threshold and the number of CMPs in a CMP cluster we used
a simple simulation consisting in 1 source the size of the PSF;
pixel-to-pixel random noise at different levels was added to sim-
ulate different source peak S/N values of 5, 10 and 30. For each
of these three cases we ran the CUTEX detection stage with 5
different curvature detection thresholds of ζth =0.25, 0.5, 0.75,
1.0 and 2.0σ∂2 . We find that in all cases but ζth=0.25σ∂2 , the
value of nCMP for the cluster at the source location is always
strictly greater than 2, while the CMP clusters originated by the
noise elsewhere in the simulated image always have nCMP ≤ 2.
Curvature detection threshold ζth ≤ 0.25σ∂2 are found to gen-
erate several CMP clusters with 3 pixels, that would then result
in false-positive source detections. We then regard n˜CMP = 3
as the minimum for a CMP cluster to qualify as a positive can-
didate source to be adopted, for curvature detection thresholds
ζth ≥ 0.5σ∂2 . We stress, however, that the parameter n˜CMP can
be set to a non-default value in case the specific case at hand re-
quires it (e.g., peculiar background conditions different from the
ones we used in our simulations).
4.3.3. Source grouping criteria
The reciprocal distance threshold that we adopted for simulta-
neous Gaussian fitting is twice the initial guess of the source
FWHM, and it is a tunable parameter in CUTEX. The default
adopted value is principle more than sufficient to account for re-
ciprocal source contamination. Additional simulations were car-
ried out with 1000 Fpeak=0.3Jy synthetic sources distributed as in
Fig. 6, varying the grouping threshold between 1.5 and 3 times
the PSF. We report no substantial changes in the overall algo-
rithm performances.
Threshold values below 1.5 times the PSF should not be
used given that the whole point is to estimate mutual contam-
Fig. 11. Simulation of 30 closely packed PSF-sized objects. The
blue ellipses are the sources estimated with the ±20% size con-
straint on the Gaussian fitting. The white ellipses are the same
sources estimated with the sizes as free parameters. When white
ellipses cannot be seen is because the exactly overlap with the
blue ones.
ination; it is also not advisable because a relatively close com-
panion and fainter companion will perturb the convergence of
the Gaussian fit and lead to incorrect final source positioning.
Grouping thresholds larger than our adopted default value may
lead (especially in extreme crowding conditions) to large groups,
where mutual contamination is no longer an issue and simulta-
neous fitting is not really justified.
4.3.4. Constraints on source size fitting
In our Gaussian fitting we allow the source sizes to vary by 20%
at most with respect to the initial values estimated from the de-
tection stage. Additional tests were carried out using the same
simulated fields as in Fig. 6 and by letting the source sizes as free
parameters in the fit; no notable degradation in performances has
been observed. We also created a simulated field with 30 com-
pact sources closely packed, and checked the impact of leaving
the source sizes parameters as free in the Gaussian fit. As re-
ported in Fig. 11, notable differences are found in only a few
cases where the packing of sources is really critical. Most of the
sources are not affected. This reassures us that imposing the size
constraints does not introduce biases in the flux estimates, and
is useful to help reasonable convergence in extremely crowded
regions.
5. Conclusions
We have developed a simple code called CUTEX (CUrvature
Thresholding EXtractor) implemented in IDL language to ap-
proach in a novel way the problem of source detection and pho-
tometry in relatively crowded fields with variable-size sources
embedded in spatially variable background. These conditions are
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the most demanding for the performances of many of the most
commonly used packages.
Our detection method is based on the analysis of the
curvature properties of the astronomical image, rather than
on properties of the signal intensity. Multidirectional double-
differentiation yields a map of the curvature of the intensity
distribution, greatly enhancing compact sources and erasing the
contribution from diffuse emission without having to resort to
matched filtering with fixed source ”templates”. Thresholding
and subsequent segmentation of high-curvature areas of the im-
age yields candidate source positions. By detecting changes of
sign in the curvature, it is relatively easy to detect where each
source merges into a morphologically differing structure, there-
fore greatly aiding the separation of, e.g., core-plateau struc-
tures. This information is used to estimate accurate source sizes.
We also find that changes in the second derivatives of the signal
are very effective in spotting blended sources.
Subsequent photometry estimate is performed by fitting el-
liptical 2D Gaussian plus a planar plateau to all detected peaks.
Blended peaks are fit with more Gaussians simultaneously. A
meaningful and reliable convergence is aided by an accurate
estimate of the initial sources size which allow us to keep
quasi-fixed parameters. When multiple peaks are fit the distance
among the peaks is kept fixed so that the gaussians are fit ”as a
group” rather than independently.
CUTEX has been tested over a suite of simulated images
with a realistic highly-variable diffuse emission as background,
and populated with thousands of synthetic sources of variable
size and intensity. We find source detection rates in excess of
90% for a few σ equivalent threshold, with a very encourag-
ing flux recovery accuracy except for resolved sources with peak
flux below 3σ.
We plan to apply CUTEX to the source extraction for the
major Herschel satellite Galactic imaging surveys, starting with
Hi-GAL (Molinari et al. 2010a). The code is not yet in a form
compatible with public release, but we plan to make it freely
available in a year timescale. A beta-version can be requested to
the authors.
We conclude by stressing again that the prospective users of
this algorithm are strongly encouraged to carry out tests with
artificial source experiments like the ones we have described in
the paper, to verify that the default algorithm parameters work
fine for their needs or to determine a different set of parameters
(e.g. n˜CMP, source grouping threshold, etc.).
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